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Abstract
Two gauge and diffeomorphism invariant theories on the Yang-Mills phase space are
studied. They are based on the Lie-algebras so(1, 3) and ˜so(3) – the loop-algebra of so(3).
Although the theories are manifestly real, they can both be reformulated to show that they
describe complex gravity and an infinite number of copies of complex gravity, respectively.
The connection to real gravity is given. For these theories, the reality conditions in the
conventional Ashtekar formulation are represented by normal constraint-like terms.
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1 Introduction
In the search for a generalization of the Ashtekar variables [1] to other gauge groups, it has
previously been shown [2], [3], [4] that there exist an arbitrary gauge group generalization
in both (2+1) as well as (3+1)-dimensions. Moreover, for both these cases, the generalized
theories were shown to produce the conventional Yang-Mills theory when expanded around
de Sitter spacetime. However, the problem with the (3+1)-dimensional model is that
the theory is required to be complex in order to include Lorentzian spacetimes, and no
reality conditions have yet been found. Another expectation one may have on a unified
description of gravity and Yang-Mills theory, is that the theory itself should be somewhat
restrictive regarding what gauge groups that could be used. This is not the case for the
models presented in [2] and [4], these constructions allow all gauge groups whose Lie-
algebras admit a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form. Thus, motivated by the desire
to solve these two problems, I have, in this paper, studied another type of generalization
of the Ashtekar formulation. The method used in [4] was to replace the structure constant
of so(3) by the three-dimensional internal Levi-Civita symbol, which then was generalized
to be a well defined object for higher dimensional Lie-algebras. In this paper, I instead
keep the structure constants in the theory, and use only Lie-algebras whose structure
constants satisfy an identity of the type
fIJKf
K
LM ∼
∑
i,j
giI[Lg
j
M ]J (1.1)
where the giIJ are invariant bilinear forms of the Lie-algebra. I show that it is possible to
find a gauge and diffeomorphism invariant theory based on two such Lie-algebras: so(1, 3)
and the loop-algebra ˜so(3). However, as can be shown by reformulating the theories, both
these models describe nothing more than complex gravity. The so(1, 3) theory is exactly
equivalent to complex gravity, while the ˜so(3) theory corresponds to an infinite number of
copies of complex gravity. The interesting fact about these formulations is perhaps that
they represent a way of getting real formulations of complex gravity, and they may pos-
sibly be used to shed some light over the reality condition-problem in Ashtekar’s variables.
The models presented here are constructed in (3+1)-dimensions for the Lie-algebras
so(1, 3) and ˜so(3). But it is straightforward to generalize the formulation to other di-
mensions ≥ (2+1) and for the Lie-algebras so(4), so(2, 2), so(1, 2) – and isomorphic ones
– as well as their loop-algebras.
2 What is the problem with arbitrary gauge groups?
The problem of using arbitrary gauge groups for the Ashtekar Hamiltonian comes from
the constraint algebra; the algebra fails to close in general. In the Ashtekar formulation,
the first class constraints are
GI := DaEaI = ∂aEaI + f IJKAJaEaK ≈ 0 (2.1)
Ha := 1
2
ǫabcE
bIBcI ≈ 0 (2.2)
H := 1
4
ǫabcfIJKE
aIEbJBcK ≈ 0 (2.3)
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They are called, the Gauss law, the vector constraint, and the Hamiltonian constraint,
respectively. The conventions are: a, b, c, ... are spatial indices on the hypersurface,
I, J,K, ... are Lie-algebra indices in the vector representation. The structure constant
is denoted fIJK , and Lie-algebra indices are raised and lowered by an invariant bilinear
form on the Lie-algebra. (For the conventional Ashtekar Hamiltonian, which together
with a set of reality conditions describes real Einstein gravity, the Lie-algebra is so(3;C)
and the bilinear form is δIJ .) The basic conjugate fields are a gauge connection AaI and
”the electric field” EaI . They satisfy: {AaI(x), EbJ (y)} = δJI δbaδ3(x − y). BaI is the
”magnetic field”: BaI := ǫabcF Ibc = ǫ
abc(2∂bA
I
c + f
I
JKA
J
bA
K
c ). The totally antisymmetric
Levi-Civita tensor densities are ǫabc and ǫabc. They are taken to have ǫ
123 = ǫ123 = 1 in
every coordinate system.
Since GI and H˜a := Ha − AaIGI easily can be shown to generate gauge transforma-
tions and spatial diffeomorphisms, there can be no problems with the Poisson brackets
containing these constraints, as long as all constraints are gauge- and diffeomorphism
covariant. The only potential obstruction to get a closed constraint algebra, thus comes
from {H[N ],H[M ]}. A straightforward calculation gives
{H[N ],H[M ]} = 1
2
∫
Σ
d3x
(
(N∂aM −M∂aN)EaIEbJǫbcdEcKBdLfIJMfMKL
)
(2.4)
A right-hand side which in general is not a linear combination of constraints. For
SO(3) or locally isomorphic groups, the structure constant equals the epsilon symbol,
and therefore the right-hand side above reduces to the vector constraint smeared over
some test function. For arbitrary gauge groups, no such simplification occurs, and the
constraint algebra therefore fails to close. Thus, it seems that the requirement on the
Lie-algebra is that its structure constants must satisfy fIJ
KfKLM ∼ gILgJM − gIMgJL in
order to make the constraints in eq. (2.1)-(2.3) form a first class set. Here, gIJ is an
invariant bilinear form on the Lie-algebra. This is a severe restriction on the Lie-algebra,
and in fact I only know of two algebras that satisfy this: so(3) and so(1, 2). However, in
this paper, I will show how one can use a slightly weaker condition: suppose we have an
Lie-algebra that satisfies
fIJKf
K
LM ∼
∑
i,j
giI[Lg
j
M ]J (2.5)
where giIJ are invariant bilinear forms of the Lie-algebra. The indices i and j just label
the different bilinear forms. Using this in (2.4) above, we see that the right hand side
becomes a linear combination of the vector constraint and ”vector constraint-like” terms.
By introducing the ”vector constraint-like” terms as new constraints in the theory, and
continue to check the algebra, one soon notices that the new constraints also produce
new ”Hamiltonian constraint-like” terms, which also have to be included in the set of
constraints. However, if the Lie-algebra is such that the product of the bilinear forms also
is invariant, the procedure stops here, and we have a first class set. That is, I require
giIJg
jJ
K =
∑
k
akg
k
IK (2.6)
where I have selected one of the bilinear forms, say g0IJ , and its inverse to raise and lower
Lie-algebra indices.
I do not know of any general theorems concerning what kind of Lie-algebras that satisfy
these requirements. In the following sections, two different examples of this construction
will be presented. They are based on so(1, 3) and the loop-algebra ˜so(3).
3
3 The SO(1, 3) theory
In this section, I will present an Ashtekar-like theory based on the Lie-algebra so(1, 3).
The construction also works for the algebras so(4) and so(2, 2). First I describe the
Lie-algebra in subsection 3.1. In subsection 3.2, the Hamiltonian is presented and a
constraint analysis is performed. In subsection 3.3, the theory is split up into self dual
and antiself dual parts, and I show that the real so(1, 3) theory is equivalent to the complex
so(3) Ashtekar formulation. Finally, in subsection 3.4, two manifestly covariant and real
Lagrangians for the so(1, 3) theory are derived.
3.1 The so(1, 3) algebra
Before introducing the theory, I will give a short description of the Lie-algebra. First, a
basis is chosen for the fundamental representation:
T1A
B =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 T2AB =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 T3AB =

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

T4A
B =

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 T5AB =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 T6AB =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

(3.1)
where A,B, ... are four-dimensional Lorentz-indices. I will also use I, J,K, ... as six-
dimensional indices in the vector representation. T1, T2 and T3 are the boost-generators,
and T4, T5, T6 are the generators of rotations. Using this representation, it is straightfor-
ward to calculate the commutator algebra of these basis elements:
[TI , TJ ] = fIJ
KTK (3.2)
where
f12
4 = f31
5 = f23
6 = f45
6 = f64
5 = f56
4 = f14
2 = f51
3 = f42
1 = f26
3 = f35
1 = f63
2 = 1
f16
i = f25
i = f34
i = 0 (3.3)
Now, I need to introduce a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form – or a scalar product
– in the Lie-algebra. Invariance here means, invariance under conjugation (gauge trans-
formations). If the bilinear form is denoted < A,B > for A and B belonging to the
Lie-algebra, the invariance requirement becomes:
< [C,A], B > + < A, [C,B] >= 0 (3.4)
for all elements A, B and C belonging to the Lie-algebra. Or, expressing A, B and C in
the basis TI above: A = A
ITI etc., the invariance condition reads
fIJ
KgKL + fIL
KgKJ = 0 (3.5)
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where I have defined gIJ :=< TI , TJ >. With the fIJ
K ’s given above, it is easy to solve
this equation for gIJ , in this representation. The solution is that there exist only two
different non-degenerate invariant bilinear forms
gIJ =

−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

g∗IJ =

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

(3.6)
Of course, any linear combination of these matrices will also be an invariant bilinear
form. The reason why this Lie-algebra allows two different ”group-metrics” can be traced
back to the fact that it splits into two subalgebras so(1, 3;C) = so(3, C) ⊕ so(3, C).
If one wants an explicit definition of gIJ it is simply given by the Cartan-Killing form
−1
4
fIK
LfJL
K or the matrix-trace −1
2
Tr(TITJ). The explicit definition of g
∗
IJ can be found
by first defining the dual basis T ∗IA
B := 1
2
ǫA
BCDTICD and then take the matrix-trace
−1
2
Tr(TIT
∗
J ). Here, I have introduced the totally antisymmetric ǫ
ABCD and the Lorentz-
indices are raised and lowered with the Minkowski metric ηAB = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). Thus, in
the fundamental representation, gIJ corresponds to ”tracing” with two Minkowski metrics,
while g∗IJ represents the ǫABCD-trace.
Now, what is interesting about this Lie-algebra, for our purposes, is that its structure
constants satisfy the identity
fIJ
KfLK
M = δM[I gJ ]L + g
∗
[J
Mg∗I]L (3.7)
where I have defined g∗I
J := gJKg∗IK and g
IJ is the inverse of gIJ . From now on I will
raise and lower Lie-algebra indices with gIJ and g
IJ . If an index is lowered with g∗IJ , the
new object will be denoted with an extra ∗: e.g. f ∗IJK := fIJLg∗KL. Note that the identity
(3.7) is exactly of the type (2.5), and that the product of two bilinear forms always will be
an invariant bilinear form. Now, I summarize all the important definitions and relations
for this algebra:
gIJ := −12Tr(TITJ) = −12TIABTJBA g∗IJ := −12Tr(TIT ∗J ) = −14ǫABCDTICDTJBA
gIJgJK = δ
I
K g
∗IJ := gIKgJLg∗KL
g∗IJg∗JK = −δIK [TI , TJ ] = fIJKTK
fIJL := fIJ
KgKL = −Tr(TITJTL) f ∗IJK := fIJLg∗KL
f ∗∗IJK = −fIJK fIJKfLKM = δM[I gJ ]L + g∗[JMg∗I]L
(3.8)
3.2 The so(1, 3) Hamiltonian
Then, it is time to start building a gauge and diffeomorphism invariant theory based on
this Lie-algebra. The fundamental phase space variables are chosen to be a connection
AaI and its conjugate momenta E
aI :
{AaI(x), EbJ(y)} = δbaδJI δ3(x− y) (3.9)
5
. More generally, one could have chosen the right-hand side to be δba(δ
J
I + ag
∗J
I ). How-
ever, this Poisson bracket may be brought to the standard one (3.9) by a simple field-
redefinition: E˜aI := 1
1+a2
(δIJ − ag∗IJ )EaJ . Now, according to the outline of the constraint
algebra calculation, given in section 2, we know that the full set of constraints we need
includes the conventional Ashtekar constraints as well as the new constraints that are
produced by replacing δIJ by g
∗I
J in the vector and the Hamiltonian constraint. Thus, we
have
GI := DaEaI = ∂aEaI + fIJKAJaEaK ≈ 0 (3.10)
Ha := 1
2
ǫabcE
bIBcI ≈ 0 (3.11)
H∗a :=
1
2
ǫabcE
bIB∗cI ≈ 0 (3.12)
H := 1
4
ǫabcfIJKE
aIEbJBcK +
Λ
6
ǫabcf
∗
IJKE
aIEbJEcK ≈ 0 (3.13)
H∗ := 1
4
ǫabcf
∗
IJKE
aIEbJBcK − Λ
6
ǫabcf
∗
IJKE
aIEbJEcK ≈ 0 (3.14)
Here, I have introduced a cosmological constant term as well, and the conventions are
chosen such that this theory will contain the conventional Ashtekar formulation for a real
Λ.
The claim is now that these constraints form a first class set, and to prove that, one
simply calculates the constraint algebra. First, to simplify the calculations, one may note
that GI , H˜a := Ha−AaIGI and H˜∗a := H∗a−A∗aIGI generate gauge transformations, spatial
diffeomorphisms and spatial diffeomorphisms times a duality rotation, respectively:
δG
I
EaI := {EaI ,GJ [ΛJ ]} = f IJKΛJEaK (3.15)
δG
I
AIa := {AIa,GJ [ΛJ ]} = −DaΛI (3.16)
δH˜aEaI := {EaI , H˜b[N b]}=N b∂bEaI−EbI∂bNa+EaI∂bN b=£N bE aI (3.17)
δH˜aAIa := {AIa, H˜b[N b]}=N b∂bAIa+AIb∂aN b=£N bAIa (3.18)
δH˜
∗
aEaI := {EaI , H˜∗b [N b]}=N b∂bE∗aI−E∗bI∂bNa+E∗aI∂bN b=£N bE ∗aI (3.19)
δH˜
∗
aAIa := {AIa, H˜∗b [N b]}=N b∂bA∗Ia +A∗Ib ∂aN b=£N bA∗Ia (3.20)
With this knowledge at hand, it is a simple task to calculate all Poisson brackets containing
these constraints. Since GI is gauge covariant, , H and H∗ are gauge invariant, and all
constraints are diffeomorphism covariant, we get
{GI [ΛI ],GJ [ΓJ ]} = GK [fKIJΛIΓJ ] (3.21)
{GI [ΛI ], H˜a[Na]} = GI [−£N aΛI ] (3.22)
{GI [ΛI ], H˜∗a[Na]} = GI [−£N aΛ∗I ] (3.23)
{GI [ΛI ],H[N ]} = 0 (3.24)
{GI [ΛI ],H∗[N ]} = 0 (3.25)
{H˜a[Na], H˜b[M b]} = H˜a[−£M bN a ] (3.26)
{H˜a[Na], H˜∗b [M b]} = H˜∗a[−£M bN a ] (3.27)
{H˜∗a[Na], H˜∗b [M b]} = H˜a[£M bN a ] (3.28)
{H[N ], H˜a[Na]} = H[−£N aN ] (3.29)
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{H[N ], H˜∗a[Na]} = H∗[−£N aN ] (3.30)
{H∗[N ], H˜a[Na]} = H∗[−£N aN ] (3.31)
{H∗[N ], H˜∗a[Na]} = H[£N aN ] (3.32)
The remaining Poisson brackets are those that only contains H and H∗. A straight-
forward calculation gives
{H[N ],H[M ]} = Hb[EbIEaI (M∂aN −N∂aM)]−
H∗b [E∗bIEaI (M∂aN −N∂aM)] (3.33)
{H[N ],H∗[M ]} = Hb[EbIE∗aI (M∂aN −N∂aM)] +
H∗b [EbIEaI (M∂aN −N∂aM)] (3.34)
{H∗[N ],H∗[M ]} = −Hb[EbIEaI (M∂aN −N∂aM)] +
H∗b [E∗bIEaI (M∂aN −N∂aM)] (3.35)
where I had to use the structure constant identity (3.7). Thus, the constraint algebra
closes, and the total Hamiltonian
H tot :=
∫
Σ
d3x
(
NH +N∗H∗ +NaHa +N∗aH∗a − A0IGI
)
(3.36)
defines a consistent theory. Consistent, in the sense that a field configuration that starts
out on the constraint surface stays there under time evolution. (The ∗’s on the Lagrange
multiplier fields are just for notational convenience.)
Given this theory, there are of course several question to ask: e.g. 1. What is the
interpretation of the theory, what does it describe? 2. Is this theory diffeomorphism
invariant (in the four-dimensional sense). 3. Is there a geometrical interpretation of the
fields? And, in that case, what kind of geometry can the theory describe? Lorentzian,
Euclidean, ...? 4. What is the physical meaning of the local symmetry generated by
H∗a and H∗; What are the finite symmetry transformations? The answers to all these
questions will be found from the result of the split of the theory in the next subsection.
3.3 so(1, 3;C) = so(3;C)⊕ so(3;C)
In this subsection, I will use the fact that the Lorentz Lie-algebra splits into two copies of
complex so(3) algebras, to decompose the so(1, 3) theory. This splitting is performed by
introducing self dual and antiself dual fields, and since the square of the duality-operation,
in Minkowskian spacetime, equals -1, self duality necessarily means introducing complex
numbers. If we instead would use the Lie-algebras so(4) or so(2, 2), we could still get by
with real fields, and the final result would be completely different.
In the vector notation, introduced in the previous subsection, self duality and antiself
duality mean;
q∗JI V
(±)
J = ±iV (±)I (3.37)
for a self dual field V
(+)
I and antiself dual field V
(−)
I . Given any field VI that take values in
the Lie-algebra so(1, 3) – in the vector representation – the (anti)self dual part is defined
as follows
V
(±)
I := δ
(±)J
I VJ =
1
2
(δJI ∓ ig∗JI )VJ (3.38)
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From this it is obvious that VI = V
(+)
I + V
(−)
I , and that the dual of VI is V
∗
I := g
∗J
I VJ =
i(V
(+)
I − V (−)I ). The (anti)self dual projection operator has the following features:
δ
(+)J
I δ
(+)K
J = δ
(+)K
I δ
(+)J
I δ
(−)K
J = 0 δ
(−)J
I δ
(−)K
J = δ
(−)K
I (3.39)
Furthermore, since these projection operators are built out of invariant forms of the
so(1, 3) algebra, it follows that
δ
(+)J
I fJKL = δ
(+)J
I δ
(+)M
K fJML = δ
(+)J
I δ
(+)M
K δ
(+)N
L fJMN := f
(+)
IKL (3.40)
δ
(−)J
I fJKL = δ
(−)J
I δ
(−)M
K fJML = δ
(−)J
I δ
(−)M
K δ
(−)N
L fJMN := f
(−)
IKL (3.41)
δ
(+)J
I δ
(−)M
K fJML = 0 (3.42)
fIJK = f
(+)
IJK + f
(−)
IJK (3.43)
This is all that is needed to split the theory into two parts. First I split the fundamental
fields
EaI = E(+)aI + E(−)aI AaI = A
(+)
aI + A
(−)
aI (3.44)
Putting this into the Hamiltonian (3.36), yields
H tot =
∫
Σ
d3x
(
N (+)H(+) +N (+)aH(+)a − A(+)0I G(+)I + c.c
)
(3.45)
where
N (+) := N + iN∗ (3.46)
N (+)a := Na + iN∗a (3.47)
A
(+)
0I := δ
(+)J
I A0J (3.48)
H(+) := 1
4
ǫabcf
(+)
IJKE
(+)aIE(+)bJ (B(+)cK +
2Λi
3
E(+)cK) ≈ 0 (3.49)
H(+)a :=
1
2
ǫabcE
(+)bIB
(+)c
I ≈ 0 (3.50)
G(+)I := DaE(+)aI = ∂aE(+)aI + f (+)IJKA(+)Ja E(+)aK ≈ 0 (3.51)
We also have
{A(+)aI (x), E(+)bJ (y)} = δbaδ(+)JI δ3(x− y), {A(−)aI (x), E(−)bJ (y)} = δbaδ(−)JI δ3(x− y),
{A(−)aI (x), E(+)bJ (y)} = {A(+)aI (x), E(−)bJ (y)} = 0 (3.52)
And since all the fields in the so(1, 3) theory were taken real, the complex conjugate of
the self dual part equals the antiself dual part. Thus, we see that the so(1, 3) theory really
equals the complex Ashtekar formulation without the reality conditions. That is; complex
Einstein gravity. If we had started with the algebras so(4) or so(2, 2) instead of so(1, 3),
we would have found two identical copies of the same real so(3) or so(1, 2) theory. That
is two copies of Einstein gravity for Euclidean or ”ultra-hyperbolic” spacetime.
With this knowledge, that the so(1, 3) theory just is a real formulation of complex Ein-
stein gravity, it is an easy task to answer all the questions that were asked in the end of
the previous subsection: 1. The theory describes complex Einstein gravity. 2. The theory
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is four-dimensionally diffeomorphism invariant. 3. The geometrical interpretation of the
fields is that
g˜αβ =
√−ggαβ =
( − 1
N(+)
N(+)a
N(+)
N(+)a
N(+)
−N(+)
8
E(+)aIE
(+)b
I − N
(+)aN(+)b
N(+)
)
(3.53)
is the densitized complex spacetime metric. This follows from the equivalence with the
Ashtekar formulation, and formula for the spacetime metric in Ashtekar’s variables. See
[9]. 4. The symmetries generated by H∗a and H∗ is complex diffeomorphisms. Therefore,
any two metrics that only differ by a complex coordinate transformation are to be con-
sidered physically equivalent. To see this, consider e.g. the transformations generated by
H˜∗a on E(+)aI .
How is then the Ashtekar formulation of conventional real Einstein gravity embedded
into this larger so(1, 3) theory? We know that the reality conditions that are used to
select real general relativity from Ashtekar’s variables are [1]:
Im(E(+)aIE
(+)b
I ) = 0, Im
(
E(+)cMf
(+)
MINE
(+)(bIDcE(+)a)N
)
= 0 (3.54)
Im(N (+)) = 0, Im(N (+)a) = 0 (3.55)
These conditions are easily translated back into the real so(1, 3) formulation where they
become
EaIE∗bI = 0, E
∗cMfMINE
(bIDcEa)N = 0, N∗ = 0, N∗a = 0 (3.56)
This means that any field configuration that satisfies (3.56) initially will continue to do
so under the time evolution. Note, however, that there is nothing automatic about the
Lorentzian signature of the metric, neither in the Ashtekar formulation nor in this so(1, 3)
theory. The Lorentzian case is selected by requiring Re(E(+)aIE
(+)b
I ) < 0 or E
aIEbI < 0
(By this, I mean all eigenvalues are negative definite.)
Note also the similarity between the ”reality conditions” (3.56) and the second class
constraints found in the Hamiltonian formulation of the Hilbert-Palatini Lagrangian [1],
[9]. The first two conditions in (3.56) equal exactly these second class constraints, while
the two last conditions in (3.56) imply that H∗ and H∗a drop out from the total Hamilto-
nian.
3.4 The Lagrangians
Here, I will derive two Lagrangians whose Hamiltonian formulations equal the one given by
(3.36). This is actually a rather trivial task once one knows that the so(1, 3) theory splits
into the complex Ashtekar formulation plus its complex conjugate: the total Lagrangians
will just be the complex Lagrangians that give the complex Ashtekar formulation, plus
their complex conjugate. The first order Lagrangian is the selfdual Hilbert-Palatini La-
grangian [5], [6], [9], and the second order Lagrangian is the CDJ-Lagrangian [7], [8], [9].
However, I will also show what the manifestly real so(1, 3) Lagrangians look like, and give
the definition of the spacetime metric in terms of the configuration space variables.
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The first order Lagrangian leading to the complex Ashtekar formulation is
L = 1
2
ǫαβ
γδeαAeβBR
(+)AB
γδ (A
CD
ǫ ) (3.57)
where eαA is the complex tetrad and R
(+)AB
γδ is the self dual part of the Riemann tensor.
I will assume that the full spin-connection AABα is real, meaning that the self dual and
antiself dual connection will be related via complex conjugation. It may seem strange to
allow the tetrad to be complex while the so(1, 3) connection remains real. The reason why
this is possible is that the important connection in (3.57) really is the self dual so(1, 3)
connection which necessarily is complex. Furthermore, as is easily proven, a generic self
dual field can always be written as the self dual part of a real field, without loss of
generality.
To find the manifestly real formulation, I need to add the complex conjugate of the
Lagrangian to the Lagrangian
Ltot = L+ L¯ = 1
2
ǫαβ
γδeαAeβBR
(+)AB
γδ (A
CD
ǫ ) +
1
2
ǫαβ
γδe¯αAe¯βBR
(−)AB
γδ (A
CD
ǫ ) (3.58)
where e¯Aα is the complex conjugate of the tetrad. Now, I define the real objects
Rαβ
AB = R
(+)
αβ
AB +R
(−)
αβ
AB, R∗αβ
AB = i
(
R
(+)
αβ
AB −R(−)αβ AB
)
V Aα :=
1
2
(
eAα + e¯
A
α
)
, WAα :=
−i
2
(
eAα − e¯Aα
)
(3.59)
With this, the Lagrangian becomes
Ltot = 1
2
ǫαβ
γδ (VαAVβB −WαAWβB)RγδAB(ACDǫ ) + ǫαβγδVαAWβBR∗γδAB(ACDǫ ) (3.60)
which is the manifestly real so(1, 3) Lagrangian for complex gravity. The complex metric
is given by
gαβ = eαAe
A
β = VαAV
A
β −WαAWAβ + iV(αAWAβ) (3.61)
There is one strange feature of the Lagrangian (3.60). If one counts the number of
components in VαA andWαA one gets 32, while the corresponding fields in the Hamiltonian
formulation – N , N∗, Na, N∗a and EaI – only have 26 components. There are six
components missing! A similar loss happens when one goes from the self dual Hilbert-
Palatini Lagrangian to the Ashtekar formulation. In the Lagrangian, the tetrad eαA has
16 components, but at the Hamiltonian level, we only find – N , Na and Eai(so(3)) – 13
components. Three are missing! For that case, the three missing components are the ones
that can be gauged away via antiself dual Lorentz transformations. That is, the tetrad
transforms under the full Lorentz group, while the self dual antisymmetric products of
two tetrads only transforms under the self dual part of the Lorentz Lie-algebra. Therefore,
without restricting the Hamiltonian formulation, one may remove three components of
the tetrad. Does there exist a similar local symmetry for the Lagrangian (3.60)? Yes,
besides the normal Lorentz symmetry we also have local invariance under
δVαA = Λ
∗
A
BWαB, δWαA = −Λ∗ABVαB
δRγδ
AB = ΛACRγδ
CB − ΛBCRγδCA (3.62)
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where ΛAB belongs to so(1, 3), and the ∗ denotes the dual of the field: Λ∗AB := 12ǫABCDΛCD.
Thus, we have a six-dimensional local symmetry for the Lagrangian (3.60) which is not
represented by a first class constraint at the Hamiltonian level. This ends the discussion
about the first order Lagrangian.
Finding a second order Lagrangian corresponding to a given Hamiltonian, means per-
forming a Legendre transform. That is solve the momentum’s equation of motion to get
a solution for the momentum in terms of the phase space coordinates and their velocities.
When there are constraints present, one also has the choice of treating the constraints
as primary or secondary w.r.t the wanted Lagrangian. If the constraints are taken to be
primary, the solution for the momenta should automatically satisfy the constraints, while
in the case of secondary constraints no such algebraic features are required. In Legendre
transforms from the Ashtekar formulation it has been found convenient to treat the vector
constraint as primary while the Hamiltonian and the Gauss law constraint are considered
to be secondary. For more details regarding this, see e.g. [8]. Thus, we use the (3.45)
version of the so(1, 3) Hamiltonian and calculate the equations of motion for E(+)aI :
F
(+)I
0a =
N (+)
2
ǫabcE
(+)bJB(+)cKf (+)I JK +
1
2
N (+)bǫbacB
(+)cI (3.63)
H(+)a =
1
2
ǫabcE
(+)bIB
(+)c
I = 0 (3.64)
The equations for the antiself dual fields are exact copies of (3.63) and (3.64). To solve
these equations for E(+)aI , I will assume that the magnetic field is non-degenerate, or
det(B(+)aIB
(+)b
I ) 6= 0. If this is true, I can always expand any vector field in terms of
B(+)aI . For instance
E(+)aI = ΨIJB
(+)a
J . (3.65)
Note that ΨIJ is self dual in both indices implying that the maximal rank of it is
three. Using this expansion in (3.64) shows that ΨIJ must be symmetric. This, to-
gether with the formula f
(+)
IJKB
(+)aIB(+)bJB(+)cK =| B(+)dI | ǫabc, where | B(+)dI |:=
1
6
f
(+)
IJKB
(+)aIB(+)bJB(+)cKǫabc, makes it possible to rewrite (3.63) as
Ω(+)MI =
1
η(+)
(
ΨMI − g(+)MITr(Ψ)
)
(3.66)
where I have defined η(+) := −(2N (+) | B(+)dI |)−1 and Ω(+)MI := 2B(+)a(MF (+)I)0a =
ǫαβδǫF
(+)M
αβ F
(+)I
δǫ . Eq. (3.66) is really just six of the nine components of eq. (3.63).
The remaining three components can be used to fix N (+)a, but that does not make any
difference in the Legendre transform since the choice of treating Ha and H∗a as primary
means that Na and N∗a completely drop out from the Lagrangian. Now, (3.66) is easily
solved for ΨIJ , and the solution for E(+)aI becomes
E(+)aI = η(+)
(
Ω(+)IJ − 1
2
Tr(Ω(+))
)
B
(+)a
J (3.67)
The Lagrangian is L = E(+)aI A˙(+)aI + E(−)aIA˙(−)aI − H tot, and using (3.67) for E(+)aI and
the complex conjugate of (3.67) for E(−)aI , I get
L = η
(+)
8
(
Ω(+)IJΩ
(+)
IJ −
1
2
(Ω
(+)I
I )
2
)
+ c.c (3.68)
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where as before, the complex conjugate of a self dual field equals the antiself dual field.
To find the real so(1, 3) Lagrangian from here, I need some formulas relating Ω(+)IJ
and Ω(−)IJ to ΩIJ := ǫαβδǫF IαβF
J
δǫ and Ω
∗IJ := ΩIKg∗JK , etc. By definition
Ω(+)IJ = ΩKLδ
(+)I
K δ
(+)J
L =
1
4
(
ΩIJ − i∗ΩIJ − iΩ∗IJ − ∗Ω∗IJ
)
. (3.69)
Using this in the Lagrangian (3.68), yields
L = η
8
(
Tr(Ω2)− Tr(Ω∗Ω∗)− 1
2
(TrΩ)2 +
1
2
(TrΩ∗)2
)
+
η∗
4
(
Tr(ΩΩ∗)− 1
2
TrΩTrΩ∗
)
(3.70)
where
η :=
1
2
Re(η(+)) =
1
4
(η(+) + η(−)) = −1
2
| BaI | N+ | B∗aI | N∗
(| BaI |2 + | B∗aI |2)(N2 + (N∗)2)
η∗ :=
1
2
Im(η(+)) =
1
4i
(η(+) − η(−)) = −1
2
| B∗aI | N− | BaI | N∗
(| BaI |2 + | B∗aI |2)(N2 + (N∗)2)
Tr(Ω∗Ω∗) := ΩIJΩKLg∗IKg
∗
JL, etc (3.71)
This completes the Legendre transform. The Lagrangian density (3.70) is the Lagrangian
whose Hamiltonian is given by (3.36). Furthermore, from the explicit form of the La-
grangian, it is obvious that the theory is diffeomorphism invariant.
When it comes to identifying a spacetime metric in this theory, we can again rely on
the results from the conventional Ashtekar/CDJ-formulation. See for instance [7], [8].
The spacetime metric is
g˜αβ =
√−ggαβ = 2η
(+)
3
K(+)αβ (3.72)
where
K(+)αβ := ǫα
γδǫǫβκτρF IγδF
J
ǫρF
K
κτf
(+)
IJK (3.73)
4 The loop-algebra theory
In the search for a Lie-algebra that provides us with the structure constant identity (2.5),
one is naturally led to extensions of the finite dimensional Lie-algebras (so(3), so(1, 3),
etc.) that are known to satisfy the identity. The loop-algebras are infinite dimensional
examples of such extensions.
In this section, I will study an Ashtekar-like canonical theory based on the loop-algebra˜so(3). The construction can easily be generalized to the algebras so(1, 2), so(4), so(1, 3),
as well as isomorphic ones. In subsection 4.1, I give a short description of the algebra.
Subsection 4.2 gives the Hamiltonian description, and, finally, in subsection 4.3 I show
that the theory can be seen as an infinite number of copies of the Ashtekar formulation.
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4.1 The loop-algebra
For details regarding loop-algebras and Kac-Moody algebras, see e.g [10].
Given a finite dimensional Lie-algebra A, there exist an infinite dimensional extension
of it A˜. If TI are the generators of the finite dimensional base-algebra, they satisfy the
relation [TI , TJ ] = fIJ
KTK . In the extended algebra, we have the generators T
n
I , where
T 0I = TI and the new index n denote the level of the generator, it takes all integer values.
In the extended algebra, the Lie-bracket is
[T nI , T
m
J ] = f
nm
kfIJ
KT kK = fIJ
KT n+mK (4.1)
where we see that the structure constant fnmk is non-vanishing only for n+m = k. One
may notice that it is not possible to stop at any finite level, except the zeroth level, since
the Lie-bracket produces higher levels. However, one is allowed to use only the even levels
since the sum of two even integers is even. Often, in the context of loop-algebras, one
consider the central extension of the algebra. In that case, the right-hand side of (4.1)
gets an additional term nδn,−mgIJc, where c is the one dimensional center – it commutes
with all elements – and gIJ is a bilinear form of the base Lie-algebra. Furthermore, it is
straightforward to check that the centrally extended loop-algebra also allows an extension
with an element d:
[d, T nI ] = nT
n
I , [d, d] = 0, [c, d] = 0 (4.2)
The resulting Lie-algebra Â = A˜ ⊕ Rc⊕Rd is called an affine Kac-Moody algebra.
Now, the name loop-algebra comes from the fact that the algebra admits a very nice
interpretation; it can be seen as A-algebra valued fields on the circle, S1. That is, given
a A-algebra valued field h(θ) that is a function of a coordinate θ on S1 we may make a
fourier series expansion of it (h(θ + 2π) = h(θ))2:
h(θ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
hn exp(−inθ), hn := 1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθh(θ) exp(inθ) (4.3)
Thus, we see that we may write h(θ) = hInT
n
I := h
I
nTI exp(−inθ), and from there, the
commutation relation (4.1) follows immediately. We also see that d can be represented as
i d
dθ
. This way of representing A˜ will be used in subsection 4.3 to get a better understanding
of the theory. Note, however, that we are not forced to use this representation, we may
just see the Lie-algebra A˜ as abstractly defined by (4.1).
Now, we need an invariant bilinear form. Here, I will only study the loop-algebra A˜,
and at the end comment on the case were one extends it with c and d. As in the previous
section, the form is invariant if
< [C,A], B > + < A, [C,B] >= 0, (4.4)
where < ·, · > and [·, ·] denote the bilinear form and the Lie-bracket, respectively. A, B,
and C belongs to A˜ Translating this condition to the structure constants, it becomes:
fnmkfIJ
K g˜klKL + f
nl
kfIL
K g˜kmKJ = 0 (4.5)
2Sometimes one considers a slightly weaker periodicity condition h(θ + 2pi) = τ(h(θ)), where τ is an
(outer) automorphism of the Lie-algebra A. The resulting algebra is called a twisted loop-algebra/Kac-
Moody algebra
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where I have defined g˜nmIJ :=< T
n
I , T
m
J >. Using that f
nm
k = δ(n+m− k) eq. (4.5) gives
that the bilinear form must be of the form g˜nmIJ = g˜
nmgIJ where gIJ is an invariant bilinear
form for A, the invariance condition becomes:
fnmk − fnkm = 0 (4.6)
Here, I have raised the ”level-index” with g˜nm. Since we know that fnmk has the value
one if n+m = k, and is zero otherwise, we can easily transfer the condition (4.6) to g˜nm:
g˜n,m = g˜n+k,m−k (4.7)
If one sees g˜nm as an infinite dimensional matrix, the equation (4.7) says that all elements
on the same ”cross-diagonal” must be equal. The standard choice for this bilinear form
is g˜nm = δ(n+m), which satisfy the required relation (4.7). Furthermore, if we introduce
the extensions c and d, this choice of bilinear form is unique if we require invariance under
conjugation with d. I will, however, not make this choice here, instead I notice that there
exist a basis for all invariant bilinear forms. That is, every invariant bilinear form g˜nm
may be written as
g˜nm =
∞∑
k=−∞
a(k)g˜
nm
(k) (4.8)
g˜nm
(k)
= δ(−k + n+m) (4.9)
where the a(k) are taken to be real numbers. Notice the similarity between f
nm
k and g˜
nm
(k)
.
Thus, every bilinear invariant form of the Lie-algebra may be written as
g˜nm = vkfnmk (4.10)
for some Lie-algebra valued field vk. To be able to raise and lower the ”level-indices” n,
m, ..., I pick out one bilinear form and its inverse to be responsible for that operation:
g˜nm
(0)
= fnm0 and g˜(0)nmg˜
mk
(0)
= δkn E.g.
fnmk := fnmlg˜
lk
(0), g˜
m
(k)n := g˜
km
(k) g˜(0)nk (4.11)
The following relations will then hold
g˜nm(k) = δ(−k + n+m), g˜m(k)n = δ(k + n−m), g˜(k)nm = δ(k + n+m) (4.12)
Translating all these bilinear forms to the S1-representation, we see that the bilinear
form g˜nm
(k)
corresponds to integrating over the circle with the weight-factor exp(ikθ). That
is, if h(θ) and f(θ) belongs to A˜, we get
< h(θ), f(θ) >(k)= h
I
nf
J
m < T
n
I , T
m
J >(k)= h
I
nf
J
mg˜
nm
(k)
gIJ =
∞∑
n=−∞
hJnf
J
k−n (4.13)
which corresponds to
< h(θ), f(θ) >(k)=
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθTr(h(θ)f(θ)) exp(ikθ) (4.14)
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where I have written the bilinear form in A as a trace: < TI , TJ >:= Tr(TITJ). From
(4.14) it is also clear that the bilinear form is not invariant under conjugation with d:
δd < h(θ), f(θ) >(k) =< [d, h(θ)], f(θ) > + < h(θ), [d, f(θ) >= i < h
′(θ), f(θ) > +
i < h(θ), f ′(θ) >=
i
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθTr (h′(θ)f(θ) + h(θ)f ′(θ)) exp(ikθ) =
k < h(θ), f(θ) >(k) (4.15)
Thus, we see that the bilinear form is only invariant under d-transformations iff k = 0.
For k 6= 0, we instead get something like a ”covariant bilinear form”.
Finally, before I start constructing the theory, I need to show that this algebra pro-
vides a structure constant identity of the type (2.5). To do this, I first pick a base-algebra
A that by itself has structure constants that satisfy this type of identity. The simplest
example is A = so(3), where fIJKfKLM = δILδJM − δJLδIM with a proper choice of basis.
For ˜so(3), we get
fIJ
KfKLMf
nm
kf
klj = (δILδJM − δJLδIM)
∞∑
k=−∞
g˜nm
(k)
g˜lj
(−k)
(4.16)
which is an identity of the requested type. Furthermore, from (4.12) it is clear that
g˜
j
(k)ng˜
nl
(m)
= g˜jl(k+m), which is the second requirement that is needed; the product of two
bilinear forms must be an invariant bilinear form.
4.2 The ˜so(3) Hamiltonian
In this subsection, I will construct a gauge and diffeomorphism invariant theory based
on the Lie-algebra ˜so(3). The construction will be very similar to the so(1, 3) theory
presented in subsection 3.2. The major difference is that we now have an infinite number
of invariant bilinear forms for ˜so(3) compared to only two for so(1, 3). This will imply the
introduction of an infinite number of new constraints. I will only treat the non-extended˜so(3) here, and the reason why I do not include the central extension and the d-generator
is that I have not been able to find a closed constraint algebra for that case.
The basic fields are an ˜so(3) connection AnaI and its conjugate momentum, EaIn . They
satisfy
{AnaI(x), EbJm (y)} = δbaδJI δnmδ3(x− y) (4.17)
To write out the constraints, I first define: EaI
(k)n := g˜
m
(k)nE
aI
m , and analogous for A
In
(k)a. (If
one sees EaIn as an infinite dimensional vector of three-by-three matrices, E
aI
(k)n is just E
aI
n
shifted k steps along the vector.) Here are the constraints
GIn := DaEaIn = ∂aEaIn + f IJKfnmkAJamEaKk ≈ 0 (4.18)
H(k)a = 1
2
ǫabcE
bn
(k)IB
cI
n ≈ 0 (4.19)
H(k) = 1
4
ǫabcfI
JKfnmkE
bm
(k)JE
ck
K
(
BaIn +
2Λ
3
EaIn
)
≈ 0 (4.20)
(4.21)
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where BaIn := ǫ
abcF Ibcn = ǫ
abc
(
2∂bA
I
cn + fJK
IfmknA
J
bmA
K
ck
)
. Now it is straightforward to
go through the poisson bracket calculations in the same manner as in section 3.2: I.
Check that GnI and H˜(k)a := H(k)a − AI(k)anGnI generate gauge transformations and spatial
diffeomorphisms times a k-shift, respectively. II. Calculate all poisson brackets contain-
ing these two constraints by using the transformation properties of the constraints. III.
Calculate the remaining poisson brackets {H(k)[N ],H(m)[M ]}.
I. The transformations generated by GIn and H˜(k)a := H(k)a −AIn(k)aGIn are
δG
In
EaIm := {EaIm ,GJn [ΛnJ ]} = f IJKfmnlΛJnEaKl
δG
In
AIam := {AIam,GJn [ΛnJ ]} = −DaΛIm
δH˜(k)aEaIn := {EaIn , H˜(k)b[N b]}=N b∂bEaI(k)n−EbI(k)n∂bNa+EaI(k)n∂bN b=£N bE aI(k)n
δH˜(k)aAIna := {AIna , H˜(k)b[N b]}=N b∂bAIn(k)a+AIn(k)b∂aN b=£N bAIn(k)a (4.22)
which shows that GIn generates gauge transformations and H˜(k)a generates spatial diffeo-
morphisms times a k-shift.
II. With this knowledge, the calculation of all Poisson brackets containing GIn and H˜(k)a
simplifies significantly. We know that GIn,H(k) are gauge-covariant, and that all constraints
are diffeomorphism covariant. This gives
{GIn[ΛnI ],GJm[ΓmJ ]} = GKk [fKIJfknmΛInΓJm] (4.23)
{GIn[ΛnI ], H˜(k)a[Na]} = GIn[−£N aΛn(k)I ] (4.24)
{GIn[ΛnI ],H(k)[N ]} = 0 (4.25)
{H˜(k)a[Na], H˜(l)b[M b]} = H˜(k+l)a[−£M bN a ] (4.26)
{H(k)[N ], H˜(l)a[Na]} = H(k+l)[−£N aN ] (4.27)
III. To calculate {H(k)[N ],H(m)[M ]}, the identity (4.16) comes in handy. The result is
{H(m)[N ],H(n)[M ]} =
∞∑
k=−∞
H(k+m+n)a[qab(−k)(N∂bM −M∂bN)] (4.28)
where I have defined qab(k) := −EaI(k)nEbnI . This completes the constraint analysis. All
constraint are first class, and the total Hamiltonian is
H tot =
∫
Σ
d3x
−An0IGIn + ∞∑
k=−∞
(N (k)H(k) +N (k)aH(k)a)
 (4.29)
where An0I , N(k) andN
a
(k)
are Lagrange multipliers. Thus, we see that it is indeed possible to
construct a consistent Hamiltonian formulation based on the Lie-algebra ˜so(3). However,
in doing so, one is forced to include an infinite number of constraints. The question is
now; have we gained any local degrees of freedom by enlarging the gauge algebra from
so(3) to ˜so(3)? This is not a trivial question to answer in this description, since we
have both an infinite number of phase space variables as well as an infinite number of
constraints. If we naively try to calculate the number of local degrees of freedom by
truncating the theory at some finite level N , we seem to get more constraints than phase
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space variables, meaning that we have no local degrees of freedom. However, we know
that that is not true, we know that the non-trivial so(3) Ashtekar formulation of Einstein
gravity is contained in this theory. So, for some reason the naive count does not give the
complete answer. One reason could be that by truncating the theory at a finite level, we
actually break the gauge invariance of the theory, meaning that the Gauss law constraint
cannot any longer be treated as a first class constraint. (The same will also be true
for some of the other constraints.) However, as I will show in the next subsection, by
rewriting this theory as a theory with a finite number of constraints on every point on the
circle, it is clear that this theory actually has an infinite number of degrees of freedom
per point in spacetime. So, what have we gained by enlarging the conventional Ashtekar
formulation in this way? My starting motivation for enlarging the theory in the first place
was the hope of finding a real theory for Lorentzian spacetime. Can this be accomplished
with the theory presented here? To answer that question, one really needs to know how
the metric is defined in terms of the fields in this formulation. Remember that the need
of complex fields in the conventional so(3) Ashtekar formulation, can be seen as coming
from the requirement that EaIEbI should be negative definite [4]. And, as is shown in
the next subsection, this ˜so(3) theory is really equivalent to an infinite number of copies
of complex Einstein gravity, meaning that the theory actually has an infinite number of
complex spacetime metrics. Also, at this stage it is not even clear that the conventional
theory of real Einstein gravity is contained in the real ˜so(3) formulation. It is obvious that
it is contained in the complex s˜o(3) theory; just put all higher modes in the fields to zero,
and we recover the conventional complex Ashtekar formulation. It is, however, true that
conventional real Einstein gravity is contained also in the real ˜so(3) theory, and to prove
that, I will show how we can recover the ADM-Hamiltonian from the ˜so(3) Hamiltonian.
Consider a field configuration in the ˜so(3) theory that is initially of the form:
EaIn = E
aIgn, gn :=
1
πn
((−1)n − 1) (4.30)
AaIn = δ
0
nΓaI(EbJ)−KaIgn (4.31)
N(k) = Nδ
0
k (4.32)
N(k) = N
aδ0k (4.33)
An0K = −ΛKδn0 + LKgn (4.34)
where ΓaI is the spin-connection defined to annihilate E
aI :
DaE
bI = ∂aE
bI + ΓbacE
cI + f IJKΓaJE
bK − ΓcacEbI = 0 (4.35)
Here I have also introduced the Eai compatible Christoffel-connection Γcab. Both Γ
c
ab and
Γai can be uniquely solved for from (4.35) above. See for instance [9]. Note that gn are
the Fourier coefficients of the imaginary step function:
∞∑
n=−∞
gn exp(−inθ) =
{
i, 0 < θ < π
−i, π < θ < 2π (4.36)
Now, to check that this field configuration will not change under time evolution, and also
to rewrite the constraints, we will need the identity
fnmkgmgk = −1δn0 (4.37)
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From (4.37) it follows that gng
n = −1, fnmkgngmgk = 0 and fnmkgmgkfnjlgjgl = 1.
Writing down the equations of motion for EaIn and A
n
aI we get from the Hamiltonian
(4.29), and using the field configurations (4.30)-(4.34), yields
E˙aIn = · · · = −δ0nf IJKEbJEaKDbN + gnNKbNEb[IEaN ] + gnE[aIDbN b] +
δ0nf
IJKKbJN
[bE
a]
K − gnΛKfKIJEaJ − δ0nLKfKIJEaJ (4.38)
A˙naI = · · · = NfIJKEbJ
(
RKab(Γ)g
n +D[aK
K
b] δ
n
0 − fKLMKaLKbMgn
)
+
N b
(
RbaI(Γ)δ
n
0 −D[bKa]Ign − fIJKKJb KKa δn0
)
+ gnDaLI −
δn0 fIJKΓ
J
aΛ
K + gnfIJKK
J
aΛ
K + δn0 fIJKK
J
aL
K (4.39)
where RIab := ∂[aΓ
I
b] + f
IJKΓaJΓbK . From (4.38) it is clear that the parts that seem to
break the initial field configuration (4.30) are just gauge transformations plus a term that
vanishes due to the Gauss law constraint (4.42). However, to simplify things further, we
may fix this freedom also, by choosing:
LI = EbIDbN +N
bKIb (4.40)
With this choice, EaIn will maintain its form under the time evolution. When it comes
to AnaI , we must require that its zero-mode continue to annihilate E
aI during the time
evolution. That is
{DaEbI , H tot} = DaE˙bI + Γ˙bacEcI − Γ˙cacEbI + f IJKδn0 A˙aJnEbK = 0 (4.41)
It is straightforward, although rather tedious, to put (4.38) and (4.39) into (4.41) and
show that the initial field configuration is indeed maintained under the time evolution.
Furthermore, using this field configuration in the constraints, we get
GIn = δn0 f IJKKaJEaK (4.42)
H(k)a = g(k)EbIRabI(ΓcK) + δ0(k)EbID[aKb]I − g(k)EbIf IJKKaJKbK ≈
δ0
(k)
EbID[aKb]I (4.43)
H(k) = −δ0(k)
1
2
fIJKE
aIEbJ(RKab(ΓcK)− fKLMKaLKbM) + g(k)fIJKEaIEbJDaKKb +
≈ 1
2
δ0
(k)
(
−fIJKEaIEbJRKab(ΓcK) + EaIEbJKa[IKbJ ]
)
(4.44)
where I have used the Bianchi identity and the Gauss law in (4.43), and the Gauss law
in (4.44). But, these constraints are just the conventional ADM-constraints for triad
gravity. This means that every solution to Einstein’s equations is also a solution to the
real ˜so(3) theory. However, the price we have to pay here to get a real Ashtekar-like
theory, containing Einstein gravity, is rather high; we had to introduce an infinite number
of constraints as well as phase space variables, per point. Also, if the example above
shows a generic feature of the inclusion of Lorentzian gravity into the real ˜so(3) theory,
we must allow the fields to have ”infinitely long tails” – all odd higher modes have to be
non-zero – and with a very slow convergence. Of course, the field configurations chosen
here, to show the relation to GR, is only one example, and it may be possible to find nicer
field configurations that do the job. In fact, as I will show in the next subsection, the
above mentioned problems with this theory can be solved by considering a theory based
on a finite dimensional version of the Lie-algebra ˜so(3).
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4.3 The ˜so(3) theory on a circle
As was shown in subsection 4.1, one may see a general element in the loop-algebra ˜so(3)
as an so(3) valued function on the circle. That is
EaI(θ) :=
∞∑
n=−∞
EaIn exp(−inθ), ⇒ EaIn =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθEaI(θ) exp(inθ) (4.45)
AIa(θ) :=
∞∑
n=−∞
AIan exp(−inθ), ⇒ AIan =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθAIa(θ) exp(inθ) (4.46)
N(θ) :=
∞∑
k=−∞
N(k) exp(−ikθ), ⇒ N(k) = 1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθN(θ) exp(ikθ) (4.47)
Na(θ) :=
∞∑
k=−∞
Na(k) exp(−ikθ), ⇒ Na(k) =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθNa(θ) exp(ikθ) (4.48)
AI0(θ) :=
∞∑
n=−∞
AI0n exp(−inθ), ⇒ AI0n =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dθAI0(θ) exp(inθ) (4.49)
Using this in the fundamental Poisson bracket, we get
{AaI(x, θ), EbJ(y, θ′)} = δbaδJI δ3(x− y)
∞∑
n=−∞
exp(−in(θ − θ′)) = 2πδbaδJI δ3(x− y)δ(θ − θ′)
(4.50)
and the total Hamiltonian becomes
H tot =
1
2π
∫
Σ
d3x
∫ 2π
0
dθ
(
N(θ)H(θ) +Na(θ)Ha(θ)−A0I(θ)GI(θ)
)
(4.51)
where
H(θ) = 1
4
ǫabcfIJKE
aI(θ)EbJ(θ)BcK(θ) (4.52)
Ha(θ) = 1
2
ǫabcE
bI(θ)BcI(θ) (4.53)
GI(θ) = DaEaI(θ) = ∂aEaI(θ) + f IJKAaJ (θ)EaK(θ) (4.54)
That is we have an infinite number of copies of the conventional complex so(3) Ashtekar
formulation, without any reality conditions. An infinite number of copies of complex
gravity. The copies are labeled by the continuous parameter θ. Thus, from here it is
clear that we really have an infinite number of degrees of freedom per point in spacetime;
or we have four degrees of freedom per point in M× S1. This means that if we choose
to see the space S1 as being a compactified fifth dimension, we really just have four de-
grees of freedom per point in the five-dimensional spacetime. On the other hand, if we
insist on regarding the space S1 as an abstract internal space, just introduced for nota-
tional convenience, we get an infinite number of degrees of freedom per point in spacetime.
If we want to select real general relativity, we know from the conventional Ashtekar
formulation that we should have
Im(EaI(θ)EbI(θ)) = 0, Im(E
cI(θ)E(aJ (θ)DcEb)K(θ)fIJK) = 0
Im(N(θ)) = 0, Im(Na(θ)) = 0 (4.55)
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which may be translated back to the real ˜so(3) formulation as
fnmkE
aI
n E
b
Im = δ
0
kE
aI
n E
bn
I , N(k) = N(−k), N
a
(k) = N
a
(−k)
fnmkf
kl
jE
cI
mE
(aJ
l DcEb)KjfIJK = δn0 fkljEcIk E(aJl DcEb)KjfIJK (4.56)
The field configuration (4.30)-(4.34) satisfies this.
If one is interested in knowing what the field configuration (4.30)-(4.34) corresponds
to here in the S1-formulation, it is straightforward to Fourier expand it:
EaI(θ) = iEaIf(θ), AaI(θ) = ΓaI(EbJ)− iKaIf(θ) (4.57)
N(θ) = N, Na(θ) = Na (4.58)
where
f(θ) =
{
1, 0 < θ < π
−1, π < θ < 2π (4.59)
Before leaving this theory, I want to comment on how to construct a related theory with
a finite number of degrees of freedom per point. As we have seen above, the loop algebra˜so(3) is isomorphic to a direct sum of an infinite number of so(3) algebras. What if we
just consider a direct sum of N so(3) algebras? Or put differently, the loop algebra can
be seen as a map from S1 to the base algebra. Alternatively we could consider a periodic
one-dimensional lattice with N lattice points, and construct an ”lattice-algebra” as a map
from the lattice to the base-algebra. Explicitly one could start from N so(3) valued fields
AaI(n), E
aI(n), N(n), Na(n) and A0I(n) labeled by the integer n, and make the lattice
periodic by requiring EaI(n + N) = EaI(n) and similarly for the other fields. The next
step to reach the ”lattice-algebra” is to Fourier expand the fields:
EaI(n) =
N∑
k=1
EaIk exp(−ik
2πn
N
) ⇒ EaIk =
1
N
N∑
n=1
EaI(n) exp(ik
2πn
N
) (4.60)
and similarly for all the other fields. In the ”lattice-algebra” formulation everything will
look exactly as in the loop-algebra formulation in subsection 4.2 except that we now
should identify two fields that differ by N steps in the level-index: EaIk+N = E
aI
k etc.
Then, we could again try to find the theory of Einstein gravity embedded in the real
”lattice-algebra” theory, and it is easily shown that for N odd and > 1, the following field
configuration will work:
EaI(n) = iEaIf(n), AaI(n) = ΓaI(EbJ)− iKaIf(n) (4.61)
N(n) = N, Na(n) = Na (4.62)
where
f(n) =
{
1, 1 ≤ n ≤ N
2
− 1
−1, N
2
+ 1 ≤ n ≤ N (4.63)
and the Fourier transformed field EaIk etc. are given by (4.60).
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5 Conclusions
The fact that the so(1, 3;R) and the ˜so(3;R) theory are shown to be equivalent to the
so(3;C) Ashtekar formulation, and infinitely many copies of it, should not come as a total
surprise. That is just a reflection of the isomorphisms
so(1, 3;R) ∼= so(3;C) and ˜so(3;R) ∼= ∞∑
n=−∞
⊕son(3;C). (5.1)
The interesting thing about this formulations is that the reality conditions are transformed
into normal constraint-like conditions on the fields. Thus, if it is possible to keep the reality
conditions ”outside” the theory, and only impose them in the quantum inner product3,
then the same is possibly true for certain types of (second class) constraints. If that is
the case, what is the criteria on the constraints, making this feasible? Guided by the real
formulations in these paper, one may make the following conjecture: if the real theory has
a complex structure, and the constraints are equivalent to requiring some objects to be
”real” w.r.t this complex structure, then it ought to be possible to use these constraints
to select an inner product.
More specifically: Take a real vector space V equipped with the complex structure
J , such that J2 = −1, and a ”complex conjugation” operator C, such that C2 = 1 and
CJC = −J . ”Complex conjugation” is defined as A¯ := CA for all vectors A in V. An
object – vector or function of vectors – is said to be ”real” if it is invariant under C.
An ”imaginary” object changes sign under C. If we now, in our theory, have a set of
constraints that is equivalent to requiring some objects to be ”real”, then we may put
these constraints outside the theory, and later use them to select an inner product. The
criteria we should have on the inner product is that the operators that correspond to the
”real” objects, should be self adjoint.
In the real theories studied in this paper, the above objects may be specified as follows.
For the so(1, 3;R) theory: the vector space V is the space of so(1, 3;R) valued functions
on spacetime. The ”real” subspace VR is given by pure rotations, while VI contains only
pure boosts. ”Complex conjugation” thus corresponds to changing sign of the boost-
part of a general element in V, and, using the basis (3.1), we may represent C as: C =
diag(−1,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1). The complex structure J is given by g∗I J . It satisfies g∗I Jg∗JK =
−δKI and it maps rotations into boosts and vice versa. A ”real” object is invariant under
”complex conjugation”, and it is easy to check that e.g. EaIEbI is ”real” while E
∗aIEbI is
”imaginary”.
In the ˜so(3;R) theory, the vector space V is the space of ˜so(3;R) valued functions on
spacetime. The ”real” subspace VR consists of elements that is even under n→ −n, while
the imaginary subspace VI contains the odd elements. Here, n is the infinite dimensional
level-index in ˜so(3;R). The complex structure J is given by Jnm := fnmkgk, where gk is the
fourier coefficients of the imaginary step-function (4.30). This J satisfies Jn
mJm
k = −δkn
and it maps even elements into odd ones, and vice versa. ”Complex conjugation” is given
by the simple operation n→ −n, and may be represented as: Cnm = δ(n+m). Thus, we
see that e.g. EaIn E
bn
I is real, while E
aI
(k)nE
bn
I is ”complex”.
3This is, so far, the standard way of postponing the problem of dealing with the reality conditions
in the quantization program of the Ashtekar variables. One assumes that the reality conditions may be
used to select the correct inner product.
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Note that, for both these two examples, ”complex conjugation” is really an automor-
phism of the real Lie-algebras so(1, 3;R) and ˜so(3;R).
This shows that the constraints (3.56) and (4.56) can be interpreted as ”reality con-
ditions”, and may thus possibly be used to select an inner product.
Note, though, that it is not yet clear that the reality conditions, in Ashtekar variables, can
be successfully used to select an inner product. No one has yet shown how this should
be done, in practice. I just say that if that is the case, then one should also be able
to handle certain types of second class constraints the same way. (Actually, there is no
reason to just restrict this to constraints of second class; even first class constraints might
be handled this way.)
Finally, I want to comment on my starting motivation for studying these theories; I
really looked for a generalization of Ashtekar’s variables that could serve as a unified the-
ory of gravity and Yang-Mills theory. The reason why the theories studied here only give
complex gravity, may be understood from the fact that both so(1, 3;R) as well as ˜so(3)
are isomorphic to direct sums of so(3;C) algebras. Therefore, to find something more
non-trivial, one needs to find a Lie-algebra whose structure constants satisfy an identity
of the requested type (2.5), but which is not isomorphic to sums of so(3;C) algebras. I
do not know of any such algebras. Also, although the theories described in this paper
were shown to be equivalent to complex gravity, it is not clear what kind of linearized
dynamics that would follow from e.g. a linearization of the real so(1, 3) theory around
de Sitter spacetime. It would indeed be interesting if for instance the su(2) Yang-Mills
theory falls out from the linearized theory. (Since the number of degrees of freedom in
the so(1, 3) theory is only four per spacetime point, the de Sitter solution has to be a very
degenerate point in the space of solutions, for this to be possible.)
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